In an effort to move away from anecdotal stories, we probed employers who responded to Michigan State University's 2006-2007 recruiting survey about the extent of parental involvement and the activities parents are likely to engage in. This brief provides information provided by 725 employers on these topics.

By Phil Gardner

Parents’ increasing involvement in their children’s transition from college to work has grabbed the attention of the media. In the January 2006 issue of Fast Company, a lead article introduced today’s parents through several anecdotal stories as they actively, persistently, and at times fiercely advocated for their son or daughter in the workplace. In November a CNN on-line article followed a mother as she reconnoitered her son’s career fair on his behalf. Every time I talk with employer groups, I hear similar stories about the pervasive presence of parents in the recruiting process. At the same time, numerous employers questioned the presence of parents in the workplace as they have not experienced this phenomenon with previous generations.

What you will learn!

- Large employers with regional and national brand recognition frequently encounter parents during the recruiting process.
- Companies recruiting to fill business positions are more likely to encounter parents than those filling engineering, scientific and computer positions.
- Parents are most often seen collecting information about the company, submitting resumes on behalf of their son or daughter, and promoting their student to company officials.
- Surprisingly, parents are assisting their sons or daughters in completing work assignment to make deadlines and improve quality.

In an effort to move away from anecdotal stories, we probed employers who responded to Michigan State University’s 2006-2007 recruiting survey about the extent of parental involvement and the activities parents are likely to engage in. This brief provides information provided by 725 employers on these topics.
Level of Involvement

Using a five point scale from ‘not at all’ (1) to “very often” (5), employers indicated how frequently they observed parental involvement in the recruiting process and early career stages of college students. Forty-five percent selected the “not at all” option, combined with the “once in awhile” response, approximately 77% of these employers hardly ever witnessed a parent while hiring a college senior. The remaining 23% reported seeing parents “sometimes” to “very often.”

When the responses were examined by company size, a significant difference emerged. Only 12% of companies with fewer than 60 employees reported parental involvement; however, that figure nearly triples for companies that have over 3,700 employees, where 32% reported interacting with parents. Companies that fell between these two size cohorts reported roughly 23% with heavy parental contact.

Employers who recruited heavily on college campuses (on-campus interviewing and attending job fairs, for example) witnessed more parental involvement than companies not regularly present on-campus. Companies attending or hosting campus events tend to possess regional or national brand recognition and are believed to be more prestigious by students and their parents. Because campus events are often open to the public, parents can easily gain access to visiting companies. Parents who desire positive, prestigious outcomes and have been involved from an early age on behalf of their child’s welfare are more likely to be involved in job search activities. As one employer remarked, “If parents can come to campus for a football game, there is no reason they shouldn’t come to the career fair or our information night.”

Companies with strong co-op and internship programs reported more interactions with parents. They attributed this to the fact that their programs provide orientation sessions for parents on housing and assignments, especially if the student will be living away from home.

Employers recruiting internationally and in the Northeast and Northwest reported higher incidents of engaging parents during the recruiting process. Parents were less likely to be involved in the Southeast and in the states adjacent to the Great Lakes.

Generally, employers looking to fill positions that require a business background (specifically marketing, finance, hospitality, human resources, economics, business services and sales) saw higher levels of parent involvement. Those seeking to fill engineering, computer and design media, research, scientific, and consulting management positions reported the least involvement from parents.

New hires can quickly get into trouble by displaying a lack of commitment to the organization (a bad attitude or poor work ethic) or engaging in unethical behaviors. These two behaviors topped the list based on employer’s ratings of the frequency at which they had to reprimand new hires on ten behavioral and attitudinal mistakes in this year’s Recruiting Trends survey. The following table lists the ten reasons, ranked ordered by mean score. Also provided is the percentage for disciplinary occurrences at the high end of the scale (fairly often to very often).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top Reasons New Hires are Fired</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unethical behavior</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of motivation/work ethic</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inappropriate use of technology</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to follow instructions</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack for work</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing assignment deadlines</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What you will learn!

- Employers frequently have to reprimand new hires for a variety of behaviors with the most unethical behavior being the most problematic.
- The top 5 reasons for a new college hire being fired has changed, reflecting the influence of technology in the workplace and the focus on ethics.
- Willingness to take initiative is the key factor that identifies a new hire for potential promotion.
Just What Do They Do?

The types of activities that parents can undertake on behalf of their son or daughter can range from collecting information about the company to being involved in contract negotiations. A list of nine possible activities, gleaned from media stories and discussions with employers, was presented to the respondents. The survey asked them to check only those activities they have personally witnessed. As shown below, parents obtaining information on the company was reported by 40% of the respondents. The least likely involvement recorded was attending interviews and advocating for promotions and salary increases. Not surprisingly, however, this group often yielded the most interesting anecdotes for media stories.

Several employers could not resist adding comments on their experiences with involved parents. One employer had advice for parents submitting resumes, “Please tell your student that you have submitted a resume to a company. We have called a student from our resume pool only to find they did not know anything about our company and were not interested in a position with us.” Another talked of a lengthy discussion with a mother on why the company could not arrange a special interview for her son who could not make the scheduled on-campus interview. Employers acknowledged that they were more likely to see mothers collecting company information and making arrangements for interviews, company visits, and other contacts with the company. Fathers usually appeared during negotiations, when the hiring decision did not favor their student, or when their son or daughter was being disciplined by the supervisor.

New hires can quickly get into trouble by displaying a lack of commitment to the organization (a bad attitude or poor work ethic) or engaging in unethical behaviors. These two behaviors topped the list based on employer’s ratings of the frequency at which they had to reprimand new hires on ten behavioral and attitudinal mistakes in this year’s Recruiting Trends survey. The following table lists the ten reasons, ranked ordered by mean score. Also provided is the percentage for disciplinary occurrences at the high end of the scale (fairly often to very often).
What Did We Miss?

Our list may not have been complete so we asked respondents to add any activities that might have been overlooked. Two types of involvement were mentioned that grabbed our attention:

- Helping their son or daughter complete work assignments so that deadlines are not missed; or reviewing work and making improvements in its quality
- When being reprimanded or disciplined (see Brief 1-07), the employee refused to meet with or respond to the supervisor before talking with his or her parents.

Working with Parents

In a concluding question, employers were asked how they might be accommodating parents as they become more involved in their son’s or daughter’s job search. Many responded that they take parental presence in the job search as a negative and would like to see less parental “interference.” However, two possible areas were mentioned in which employers may expand efforts to engage parents.

1. Internships and co-ops: Many employers who have these programs will provide parents with more information about their child’s future experiences with the company. Employers indicated that they already share information on housing, community safety, and general overview of the business. In the future they will include information on company business prospects, salary and benefits, locations of company offices, plants, and auxiliary facilities. They would like the parents to be knowledgeable and comfortable with the company.

2. Competing Offers: As companies find themselves in situations where a preferred company office, plant, or auxiliary facilities. They would like the
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